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Abstract: Air pollution and insect attack cause serious damages to natural forest ecosystem. Natural forest area declines and 
changes its structure into to grasslands or bare lands. To analyze the process quantitatively, it is necessary to identify edge and 
density of declining forests in time series. Although remote sensing data are available for large area, it is very difficult to detect 
edge efficiently and accurately. The beech forests of the Tanzawa Mountains, Kanagawa Pref., Japan have been declining with 
noticeable changes both in forest edge and density since 1980s. We detected beech forest edges using ortho photographs in 
reference to vegetation maps. The advantages and problems (i.e. efficiency and accuracy) of combining remote sensing data and 
vegetation maps were discussed. We also discussed the effectiveness of texture index for analyzing forest density change. 
Keywords: Forest decline, beech forest, vegetation map, aerial photograph, texture analysis. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Air pollution and insect attack cause serious damages to natural forest ecosystem in Japan. However, accuracy of 
quantitative estimation of declining forest areas has not been sufficient. In forest degradation caused by air pollution, 
the forest structure could change where the natural forest gradually declines to grassland or bare land. To analyze 
such process quantitatively, it is necessary to identify edge and density of declining forests in time series. Although 
remote sensing data are available for large area, it is very difficult to detect edge efficiently and accurately. We 
selected an area of 100km2 of beech forests at the Tanzawa Mountains, Kanagawa Pref., Japan, as study area. The 
beech forests of the Tanzawa Mountains, Kanagawa Pref., Japan have been declining with noticeable changes both in 
forest edge and density since 1980s. We detected beech forest edges using ortho photographs in reference to 
vegetation maps. The advantages and problems (i.e. efficiency and accuracy) of combining remote sensing data and 
vegetation maps were discussed. We also discussed the effectiveness of texture index for analyzing forest density 
change. 
 



2. Materials and 
methods 
 

Figure 1 shows the 
framework of this analysis. 
Detection of beech forest 
edge using ortho 
photograph and two 
vegetation maps was 
carried out. We used the 
vegetation maps of 1986 
(1/50,000) and 2004 
(1/25,000) published by 
Ministry of the 
environment in digital 
form. We also used 25cm 
resolution color digital 
ortho photographs 
acquired in 2004. These 
photos were converted to 
gray scale images aiming 
for texture analysis. 
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Assuming the edge of 
vegetation type of the new vegetation maps are reliable, stands recognized as beech forests were defined as current 
beech stands. We also assumed that beech stands in the past vegetation map changed to another vegetation type in 
the last vegetation map can be identified as the declined area. The vegetation map of 1986 contained interpretation 
error because map scale was relatively large and the new vegetation map of 2004 represents a revision to the 
interlunation error. Our framework was designed for detecting beech forests in 1986, as well as the declined patches, 
based on old and new vegetation maps and aerial photos. 
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Fig. 1. Framework of this study 

First, we tried to extract past beech stands that changed to a different vegetation type. We overlaid new vegetation 
maps with old vegetation maps and segmented extracted areas according to vegetation type. Then we conducted the 
texture analysis using the new aerial photo to identify the declined beech stands. Texture statistic values in each 
polygon were computed using luminance value of pixels of the new aerial photo. If the texture statistic value in a 
polygon is lower than a specified criterion, these polygons are extracted as the declined beech forests. Otherwise, 
these polygons are classified as a different vegetation type. Finally, we combined the beech stands and declined 
beech stands as beech forests of 1986. 
Texture in the photo images of a stand surface reflects canopy density and patterns revealing periodically or semi-

periodically. It was expressed as smooth, fine or rough. It was reported that texture analysis using standard deviation 
could classify vegetation types accurately, e.g. bare land, broad leaves forest and coniferous forest. However, 
standard deviation of luminance tends to be small at slopes facing sun illumination so that the complicated luminance 
correction is needed. So, we used coefficient of variation (CV) as the texture variable in this study. Another reason 
for choosing the CV was because it could relatively compare the standard deviation of polygons containing 
difference mean. We determined the threshold by computing texture value using some test polygons of declined 
Beech forest by interpretation. The CV is calculated as follows: 
 

 xSVC x /.. = 

xS : standard deviation, x :mean 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. Results 
 

Patches where past beech forest changed to 
another vegetation type in 2004 are shown 
in Fig.2.  There are variations in size and 
location but they can be categorized into two 
groups, i.e. large and small patches.  
Statistical profiles of surface texture on 
vegetation type were indicted in Fig. 3. The 
CV on the test patches was significantly low 
compared to the CV of all polygons. Since 
the average CV was 0.21, we set 0.25 as a 
criterion to identify patches that declined to 
grasslands or bare lands from beech stands.  
The declined patches identified are shown in 
Fig.4. In the map, yellow and red polygons 
show current beech forests and declined 
beech stands, respectively.  Fig. 2. Difference of the vegetation map in 1986 and 2004 

In order to validate the estimated declined 
beech stands, we compared aerial photos of 
1977 and 2004. As shown in Fig5 and 6, 
these patches have changed from beech 
stands to grasslands or bare lands.  It 
suggests that the use 0.25 as the threshold 
was reasonable and appropriate.  The 
estimated beech forests of 1986 are shown 
in Fig. 4. In this map, patches with a CV 
lower than the criterion, were classified into 
beech forest of 1986. Then, these patches 
were added to beech forests shown in 
vegetation map of 2004.  
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Fig. 3. Coefficient of variation of polygons  
4. Discussion 
 
1) Assumption in this study 
 
In this study, the last vegetation map was 

assumed to be more accurate than older map. 
This assumption was based on the fact that 
the last map has a larger scale than older 
map. In fact, we found that polygon shapes 
of the declined Beech forest fit the areas in 
the aerial photos shown in fig. 6. Thus, this 
assumption is considered to be appropriate. 
 

2) Detecting the declining Beech forest 
 
There is always error in forest type 

classification of natural forest using only 
remote sensing data. On the other hand, the 
vegetation map may also contain some error. 
In addition, the vegetation map contains no 
information of the declined area. The framework in this study can reduce the error using both vegetation map and 
aerial photo. And it is able to detect the declined area in time series. This texture analysis may be useful for 
estimating the declining degree in Beech forest. If the CV in a polygon does not change successively, we may 
conclude that the decline is either stopped or slowdown. 

Fig. 4. Declined Beech Forest 

 



3) Application of this procedure 

Fig. 5. Aero Photo in 1977 

 
NIR of the satellite data reacts well with 

bare land, grass land and forests 
respectively. In addition to texture analysis, 
classification by using luminance of NIR 
could produce more accurate boundary. 
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